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It’s that time of the year again when we 
need to start thinking about Leptospirosis 
control on your farm. Many of our clients 
are now part of The Veterinary Centre 
‘Leptocred’ programme.
It is vital for the dairy industry that we 
continue to have a robust programme 

that strengthens Leptospirosis protection and at the same time allows you 
fl exibility with vaccine use. The annual reaccreditation consult is an essential 
part of this process. It is also a pertinent time to take a step back and look at 
leptospirosis management on your farm and throughout the dairy industry.       
We require all existing Leptocred offi cers to make a time to sit down with one 
of our vets for their 2015 audit and reaccreditation for 2016. These consults 
are now urgent.

Lepto  cred
Veterinary Centre Lepto 
Assurance Programme

Farm Herd Size 6 week in calf rate

Farm A 707 78%

Farm B 611 77%

Farm C 768 77%

Farm D 527 74%

Farm E 727 74%

Farm F 733 74%

Farm G 418 73%

Farm H 946 72%

Farm I 702 71%

Farm J 378 70%

Farm K 752 69%

Farm L 1091 68%

Farm M 619 67%

Farm N 414 67%

Farm O 1074 66%

Farm P 728 66%

Farm Q 610 66%

Farm R 767 65%

Farm S 656 64%

Farm T 1049 64%

Farm U 544 64%

Farm V 538 64%

Farm W 755 63%

Farm X 676 63%

Farm Y 756 63%

Farm Z 430 62%

Farm AA 395 62%

Farm BB 784 61%

Farm CC 411 60%

Farm DD 313 60%

Farm EE 544 59%

Farm FF 999 56%

Farm GG 700 55%

Farm HH 2004 51%

Farm II 1015 44%

Farm KK 417 40%

Early Pregnancy Test Results
The key measures of optimal reproductive 
performance are the 6-week in-calf rate 
(ICR) and the fi nal not-in-calf rate. To 
achieve the industry target of a 78% 
6-week ICR, you need >90% 21 day SR and 
>60% CR.
For the second season the lower payout 
forecast has resulted in a reduced 
hormonal interventions (50% of 
two seasons ago) and subsequently 
lower submission rates. A reduction in 
supplement use leading up to mating 
this year saw a higher proportion of sub-

*The herd size is the number 

of animals in the herd at the 

PSM, even if they have since 

left the herd, died, been sold, 

or been culled. Excluded are 

the animals that have died, 

were sold, or were culled prior 

to the PSM

“the leading 
light in animal 

health”

Veterinary Centre Oamaru Ph 03-434 5666
Veterinary Centre Waimate Ph 03-689 7213 
Veterinary Centre Palmerston Ph 03-465 1291
Veterinary Centre Glenavy Ph 03-689 8118
Veterinary Centre Kurow Ph 03-436 0567
Veterinary Centre Omarama Ph 03-438 9868
Veterinary Centre Ranfurly Ph 03-444 1020

The recent wet weather has resulted in 

pretty mucky tracks and lame cows and 

it would appear on quite a few farms an 

increase in the number of mastitis cases 

being found. If the spike in the number 

of mastitis cases being seen is due to 

the weather and not due to milking 

technique, worn out rubber ware, or 

machine faults then you need to fi nd 

the most likely way the bugs are getting 

from the environment (think mud and 

faeces), onto the teat and then through 

the teat canal into the udder.

Things to consider

  Are the tails trimmed?

  Can the entrance and exit tracks be 

drained?

  Are the milkers cleaning the really 

dirty udders?

  If using a foot bath has it been 

cleaned recently?

  Are you still teat spraying?

  Does the amount of emollient in the 

teat spray need to increase?

  Are the under passes fl ooded?

With preg testing well under way some 

of you will be looking to potentially cull 

some cows. Some cows are obvious 

culls but for those not so obvious ones 

have you looked at the “Best and Worst” 

graph in MINDA milk (www.minda.co.nz) 

which plots SCC vs PW. You can select 

a cow you are interested in or else look 

at all the cows with a SCC greater than 

a value you select and a PW less than 

a value you select. The table below 

the graph lists these cows and their 

expected calving date as well.
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optimal BCS cows leading up to mating.
6 week in-calf rates to date have in 
general been lower than last. Many farms 
have seen drops in 6-week in-calf rate of 
5-10%. With most farms now settling in on 
a 10-11 week mating period we can expect 
empty rates to be higher than desired.
Broadly speaking the farms which have 
not drastically changed their farm system 
or approach to mating have had the most 
consistent results.
A random selection of some results to 
date:



Just a reminder of our 
free delivery service. 
Orders made before 

10am  - delivery that day. 
Orders phoned in after 

10am – delivery the 
following day.

Johne’s News

Disbudding (and de-horning), 
tail shortening and castration
A guide to the Painful Procedures Code of Welfare, available from MPI

For further information
• DairyNZ Painful Husbandry Procedures Code of Welfare 2005 information sheet
• Your veterinarian
• Federated Farmers members ring 0800 FARMING (0800 327 646).

Codes of Welfare are available from PO Box 2526, Wellington Ph: 0800 00 83 83 
or visit www.biosecurity.govt.nz
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BEST PRACTICE
Minimise pain

Use anaesthetic


STOCKMANSHIP AND EQUIPMENT

Skills
Knowledge
Experience

Good working order
Hygienic

Clean


JUSTIFY

Why are we 
doing this ?

BEST PRACTICE
Minimise pain

Use anaesthetic


MINIMISE HARM

No painful 
procedures 
before 12 
hours old - if 
survival at risk

TAIL SHORTENING
Last 2-3 vertebrae using a ring

2-3

OK TRIM IS BEST
X

DEHORNING

OK but 
disbudding 
preferred

9 months and up
use anaesthetic



6 months and up
use anaestheticCASTRATION

Right place�
Right size ring



PENALTIES

12 months
5

The Painful Husbandry                             
Procedures Code of Welfare: A Guide 
NB. This document does not replace the full Code of Welfare, available from MAF. 

For further information 
DairyNZ information pack (sent with this poster) • 
Your veterinarian • 
Federated Farmers members ring 0800 FARMING (0800 327 646).• 

Codes of Welfare are available from MAF, PO Box 2526, Wellington Ph: 04 894 0560 or visit  
www.biosecurity.govt.nz
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We are once again seeing several 

cases of P.E. (polio encephalomalacia), 

a nervous disease seen primarily 

in calves and younger stock. P.E. is 

caused by a lack of vitamin B1 (not to 

be confused with a cobalt defi ciency, 

which is associated  with a vitamin 

B12 defi ciency). P.E is thought to be 

nutritionally induced, when there is 

a sudden change in diet from stalky, 

higher DM diet, to a lush, low fi bre 

diet. A high dietary sulphur intake, 

especially with brassica’s, has also been 

incriminated as a cause of P.E.

Calves with P.E. appear blind, may walk 

aimlessly, appear wobbly, have muscle 

tremors and head press. If calves are 

treated early in the disease process 

with a series of vitamin B1 injections, 

survival rates are good. In an outbreak 

Cepravin Milk Quality Competition
The Veterinary Centre ‘Cepravin Milk 

Quality Awards’ created great interest 

and local competitiveness. Since the 

publication of the results, we have had 

several farmers contact us, who have 

since enrolled in Infovet (or updated 

farm details) and have produced some 

great results. A special mention in the 

re-count to Hamish and Fiona Winter, 

with a season average BMSCC on the 

10th December of  47,500. Well done!

Farmer/Manager Farm/Company BMSCC

Shaun Kelsen Hamish & Fiona Winter – H F Farming #2 47,500

Greg Paul Uretane Farming Ltd 85,000

Nicole Bevin Hinemoa Riverlands Co Ltd 88,000

Mike Williams Excel Farming Ltd 92,000

John Zimmerman Hayden & Lisa Watson – Lisburn Farms 98,000

Mark & Louise Jellyman Hoofi ng-It Dairies Ltd 102,000

With the wet weather since Christmas 

many of our clients have been 

experiencing outbreaks of lameness on 

their farms. As a clinic we have been 

dealing with clients who have been 

having up to 10 lame cows a day. This is 

an incredible inconvience and expense, 

which people often underestimate. A 

single case of lameness can cost about 

$600 depending on the time of the 

season and type of lameness. Most of 

the cost comes from 

  Culling costs $280

  Lost production $220 

  Increased empty rate $100

  Staff costs to treat each cow $14

  Decreased 6 week in calf rate $6

This doesn’t include the cost of paying 

for antibiotics and dumped milk if they 

have a withhold period, though this 

is small compared to culling and lost 

production.

So why is there more lameness after 

wet weather? (See picture of wet track). 

When tracks are wet they are slippery, 

especially if they have lost their top 

surface, and are covered in mud and/

or faecal material. This causes cows to 

move more slowly because they don’t 

want to slip. If they have to pick their way 

around the areas of mud and surface 

water, this will slow them further. This 

can then cause bunching and mean that 

people put more pressure on the cows 

which causes them to place their feet 

where they haven’t checked for stones. 

Their muddy feet also carry stones on 

to the yard.

It isn’t inevitable that farms get 

lameness with wet weather. Obviously 

if the tracks are in good condition it will 

reduce the risk of lameness but again it 

doesn’t mean that because the tracks 

are poor on your farm that you will get 

lameness. The distance the cows are 

having to walk makes are difference 

but just as importantly is how the cows 

are treated by the person bringing the 

cows in and when they are on the yard. 

There should never be enough pressure 

on the cows to cause their heads to 

Cost of Lameness on your farm . . .

Farmers that have signed up to Johne’s testing at herd testing time have been 
fi nding large improvements in the number of cows that are getting sick from the 
disease. Comments from farmers around the district include  
“ I haven’t had any Johne’s cows this season since testing a year ago. It was well 
worth doing”
“ Usually I shoot about 20 Johne’s cows a year, this year I have only sent 1 to the 
works”
“ We don’t see Johne’s cows anymore”
If you are going to test it has to be done at herd testing time. If you want to discuss 

the in’s and out’s of Johne’s control contact your prime vet.

New Vet in Oamaru

Angus Gibb
Angus is from a sheep and beef farm 

in Greta Valley, North Canterbury 

and has recently joined the team in 

Oamaru. Although keen on mixed 

practice his main areas of interest 

involve production animals. Angus 

has a particular interest in rumen 

nutrition and how it can be managed 

to maximise the production of you 

herd. In his spare time he plays 

sport and is looking forward to 

playing senior rugby and cricket for 

Valley. His other interests include 

the occasional round of golf, having 

a social drink and catching up with 

friends. Angus is excited to get out 

and meet the Veterinary Centre’s 

dairy clients, becoming familiar with 

your farming system and helping 

you increase production.

come up either by the person bringing 

them in or by the backing gates and top 

gates. 

When we start investigating farms with 

lameness issues, the use and misuse 

of gates on the yard is a reoccurring 

problem. A lot of people milking think 

they have to keep the gates moving all 

the time with them pressed up hard 

against the cows. The idea of gates isn’t 

to bulldozer cows into the shed but to 

take up room on the yard so that that 

Andrew & Luke discuss hoof care

the cows drift into the shed. The risk 

of lameness is made worse because 

more stones are brought on to the yard 

with the mud, and the cows are made 

to stand on them because their heads 

have been pushed up. 

As there are more stones being brought 

onto the yard it is important to hose 

it down properly after each milking. 

Areas that stones often accumulate 

are around the nib wall where the track 

comes in, around the edges of drains 

and under backing gates.

The best way to treat lame cows is to 

prevent them from occurring. Ryan, 

Luke or Andrew are available to discuss 

your lameness issue more fully or 

follow up any problems you are having.

Polioencephalomalacia
situation we have had good success, by 

prophylactically treating the remaining, 

unaffected calves, in the group with an 

oral vitamin B1 drench. This has proved 

a very cost effective preventative 

measure.
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We are once again seeing several 

cases of P.E. (polio encephalomalacia), 

a nervous disease seen primarily 

in calves and younger stock. P.E. is 

caused by a lack of vitamin B1 (not to 

be confused with a cobalt defi ciency, 

which is associated  with a vitamin 

B12 defi ciency). P.E is thought to be 

nutritionally induced, when there is 

a sudden change in diet from stalky, 

higher DM diet, to a lush, low fi bre 

diet. A high dietary sulphur intake, 

especially with brassica’s, has also been 

incriminated as a cause of P.E.

Calves with P.E. appear blind, may walk 

aimlessly, appear wobbly, have muscle 

tremors and head press. If calves are 

treated early in the disease process 

with a series of vitamin B1 injections, 

survival rates are good. In an outbreak 

Cepravin Milk Quality Competition
The Veterinary Centre ‘Cepravin Milk 

Quality Awards’ created great interest 

and local competitiveness. Since the 

publication of the results, we have had 

several farmers contact us, who have 

since enrolled in Infovet (or updated 

farm details) and have produced some 

great results. A special mention in the 

re-count to Hamish and Fiona Winter, 

with a season average BMSCC on the 

10th December of  47,500. Well done!

Farmer/Manager Farm/Company BMSCC

Shaun Kelsen Hamish & Fiona Winter – H F Farming #2 47,500

Greg Paul Uretane Farming Ltd 85,000

Nicole Bevin Hinemoa Riverlands Co Ltd 88,000

Mike Williams Excel Farming Ltd 92,000

John Zimmerman Hayden & Lisa Watson – Lisburn Farms 98,000

Mark & Louise Jellyman Hoofi ng-It Dairies Ltd 102,000

With the wet weather since Christmas 

many of our clients have been 

experiencing outbreaks of lameness on 

their farms. As a clinic we have been 

dealing with clients who have been 

having up to 10 lame cows a day. This is 

an incredible inconvience and expense, 

which people often underestimate. A 

single case of lameness can cost about 

$600 depending on the time of the 

season and type of lameness. Most of 

the cost comes from 

  Culling costs $280

  Lost production $220 

  Increased empty rate $100

  Staff costs to treat each cow $14

  Decreased 6 week in calf rate $6

This doesn’t include the cost of paying 

for antibiotics and dumped milk if they 

have a withhold period, though this 

is small compared to culling and lost 

production.

So why is there more lameness after 

wet weather? (See picture of wet track). 

When tracks are wet they are slippery, 

especially if they have lost their top 

surface, and are covered in mud and/

or faecal material. This causes cows to 

move more slowly because they don’t 

want to slip. If they have to pick their way 

around the areas of mud and surface 

water, this will slow them further. This 

can then cause bunching and mean that 

people put more pressure on the cows 

which causes them to place their feet 

where they haven’t checked for stones. 

Their muddy feet also carry stones on 

to the yard.

It isn’t inevitable that farms get 

lameness with wet weather. Obviously 

if the tracks are in good condition it will 

reduce the risk of lameness but again it 

doesn’t mean that because the tracks 

are poor on your farm that you will get 

lameness. The distance the cows are 

having to walk makes are difference 

but just as importantly is how the cows 

are treated by the person bringing the 

cows in and when they are on the yard. 

There should never be enough pressure 

on the cows to cause their heads to 

Cost of Lameness on your farm . . .

Farmers that have signed up to Johne’s testing at herd testing time have been 
fi nding large improvements in the number of cows that are getting sick from the 
disease. Comments from farmers around the district include  
“ I haven’t had any Johne’s cows this season since testing a year ago. It was well 
worth doing”
“ Usually I shoot about 20 Johne’s cows a year, this year I have only sent 1 to the 
works”
“ We don’t see Johne’s cows anymore”
If you are going to test it has to be done at herd testing time. If you want to discuss 

the in’s and out’s of Johne’s control contact your prime vet.

New Vet in Oamaru

Angus Gibb
Angus is from a sheep and beef farm 

in Greta Valley, North Canterbury 

and has recently joined the team in 

Oamaru. Although keen on mixed 

practice his main areas of interest 

involve production animals. Angus 

has a particular interest in rumen 

nutrition and how it can be managed 

to maximise the production of you 

herd. In his spare time he plays 

sport and is looking forward to 

playing senior rugby and cricket for 

Valley. His other interests include 

the occasional round of golf, having 

a social drink and catching up with 

friends. Angus is excited to get out 

and meet the Veterinary Centre’s 

dairy clients, becoming familiar with 

your farming system and helping 

you increase production.

come up either by the person bringing 

them in or by the backing gates and top 

gates. 

When we start investigating farms with 

lameness issues, the use and misuse 

of gates on the yard is a reoccurring 

problem. A lot of people milking think 

they have to keep the gates moving all 

the time with them pressed up hard 

against the cows. The idea of gates isn’t 

to bulldozer cows into the shed but to 

take up room on the yard so that that 

Andrew & Luke discuss hoof care

the cows drift into the shed. The risk 

of lameness is made worse because 

more stones are brought on to the yard 

with the mud, and the cows are made 

to stand on them because their heads 

have been pushed up. 

As there are more stones being brought 

onto the yard it is important to hose 

it down properly after each milking. 

Areas that stones often accumulate 

are around the nib wall where the track 

comes in, around the edges of drains 

and under backing gates.

The best way to treat lame cows is to 

prevent them from occurring. Ryan, 

Luke or Andrew are available to discuss 

your lameness issue more fully or 

follow up any problems you are having.

Polioencephalomalacia
situation we have had good success, by 

prophylactically treating the remaining, 

unaffected calves, in the group with an 

oral vitamin B1 drench. This has proved 

a very cost effective preventative 

measure.
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The key measures of optimal reproductive 
performance are the 6-week in-calf rate 
(ICR) and the fi nal not-in-calf rate. To 
achieve the industry target of a 78% 
6-week ICR, you need >90% 21 day SR and 
>60% CR.
For the second season the lower payout 
forecast has resulted in a reduced 
hormonal interventions (50% of 
two seasons ago) and subsequently 
lower submission rates. A reduction in 
supplement use leading up to mating 
this year saw a higher proportion of sub-
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Veterinary Centre Glenavy Ph 03-689 8118
Veterinary Centre Kurow Ph 03-436 0567
Veterinary Centre Omarama Ph 03-438 9868
Veterinary Centre Ranfurly Ph 03-444 1020

The recent wet weather has resulted in 

pretty mucky tracks and lame cows and 

it would appear on quite a few farms an 

increase in the number of mastitis cases 

being found. If the spike in the number 

of mastitis cases being seen is due to 

the weather and not due to milking 

technique, worn out rubber ware, or 

machine faults then you need to fi nd 

the most likely way the bugs are getting 

from the environment (think mud and 

faeces), onto the teat and then through 

the teat canal into the udder.

Things to consider

  Are the tails trimmed?

  Can the entrance and exit tracks be 

drained?

  Are the milkers cleaning the really 

dirty udders?

  If using a foot bath has it been 

cleaned recently?

  Are you still teat spraying?

  Does the amount of emollient in the 

teat spray need to increase?

  Are the under passes fl ooded?

With preg testing well under way some 

of you will be looking to potentially cull 

some cows. Some cows are obvious 

culls but for those not so obvious ones 

have you looked at the “Best and Worst” 

graph in MINDA milk (www.minda.co.nz) 

which plots SCC vs PW. You can select 

a cow you are interested in or else look 

at all the cows with a SCC greater than 

a value you select and a PW less than 

a value you select. The table below 

the graph lists these cows and their 

expected calving date as well.

Grow   Right

Have you 
weighed your 

calves recently?

  Early Pregnancy Test 
Results

  Cepravin Milk Quality 
Competition.

  Johne’s News
  Polioencephalomalacia
  Cost of Lameness on your 
farm . . .

  Welcome to our new vet

  Uddernews
  Grow Right

  Lepto cred

optimal BCS cows leading up to mating.
6 week in-calf rates to date have in 
general been lower than last. Many farms 
have seen drops in 6-week in-calf rate of 
5-10%. With most farms now settling in on 
a 10-11 week mating period we can expect 
empty rates to be higher than desired.
Broadly speaking the farms which have 
not drastically changed their farm system 
or approach to mating have had the most 
consistent results.
A random selection of some results to 
date:


